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Waveform Arithmetic: *A single member of a parametrized plot family may be selected for display by suffixing a voltage or current within an expression with “@n” where n is the ordinal step number, e.g. V(1)@2, I(S3)@4. The following operations, grouped in order of precedence of evaluation, are available (r = real data only, c = complex data only, * = undocumented): * Symbol | Operation --------+----------------------------------------------------! r convert succeeding expression to Boolean then invert ** | floating point exponentiation ^ c floating point exponentiation --------+----------------------------------------------------/ | floating point division * | floating point multiplication * % r floating point modulus --------+----------------------------------------------------| floating point subtraction + | floating point addition --------+----------------------------------------------------* == r true if preceding and succeeding expressions are | equal, otherwise false >= r true if preceding expression is greater than or | equal to succeeding expression, otherwise false r true if preceding expression is greater than | succeeding expression, otherwise false < r true if preceding expression is less than | succeeding expression, otherwise false --------+----------------------------------------------------^ r convert adjacent expressions to Boolean then XOR | r convert adjacent expressions to Boolean then OR & r convert adjacent expressions to Boolean then AND For Boolean operations True is 1 and False is 0. Boolean conversions return True if evaluates to greater than .5, else False. The following keywords (global variables and constants) are available: Name | Value | Description --------------+----------------+---------------------------------time | variable | time in seconds (real data only) freq | variable | freq in Hertz (cmplx data only) * w | variable | freq in radians (cmplx data only) * i | sqrt(-1) | imaginary unity (cmplx data only) e | 2.71828182846 | pi | 3.14159265359 | * c | 2.99792 e+08 | speed of light in meters/second k or *boltz | 1.3806503e-23 | Boltzmann constant planck | 6.62620 e-34 | Planck's constant q or *echarge | 1.6021765e-19 | charge of an electron * kelvin | -2.73150 e+02 | absolute zero in degrees C *The following data labels are available (case insensitive): V, A, Ohm, W (watt), J (joule), s (second), Hz, deg
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Waveform Arithmetic (continued): The difference of two voltages, i.e. V(a)-V(b), can equivalently be written as V(a,b). The following functions are available (r = real data only, c = complex data only, * = undocumented): *Status Name | Function -------------------+--------------------------------------sin(x) | sine cos(x) | cosine tan(x) | tangent asin(x) | arc sine acos(x) | arc cosine atan(x) | arc tangent atan2(y,x) r arc tangent of y/x (four quadrant) * hypot(y,x) r hypotenuse: sqrt(x*x+y*y) sinh(x) | hyperbolic sine cosh(x) | hyperbolic cosine tanh(x) | hyperbolic tangent asinh(x) | arc hyperbolic sine acosh(x) | arc hyperbolic cosine atanh(x) | arc hyperbolic tangent exp(x) | exponential *ln(x) or log(x) | natural logarithm log10(x) | base 10 logarithm sgn(x) r sign (0 if x = 0) * fabs(x) r absolute value abs(x) | absolute value sqrt(x) | square root * cbrt(x) | cube root * square(x) | x**2 * pow(x,y) r x**y * pwr(x,y) r abs(x)**y * pwrs(x,y) r sgn(x)*abs(x)**y * round(x) r round to nearest integer int(x) r truncate to integer part of x floor(x) r integer equal or less than x ceil(x) r integer equal or greater than x min(x,y) r the lesser of x or y max(x,y) r the greater of x or y limit(x,y,z) r equivalent to min(max(x,y),z) table(x,x1,y1...) r interpolate y(x) per a lookup table or *tbl: x1 0, else 0 u(x) r unit step: 1 if x > 0, else 0 buf(x) r 1 if x > .5, else 0 *!(x) or inv(x) r 0 if x > .5, else 1 rand(x) r 0 < random num < 1 at x sharp steps/sec * random(x) r 0 < random num < 1 at x soft steps/sec * white(x) r -.5 < ran num < .5 at x smooth steps/sec * re(x) c real part * im(x) c imaginary part * ph(x) c phase * mag(x) c magnitude * db(x) c magnitude in dB * invdb(x) c 10**(x/20) * d(x) | dx/dt (hint: disable waveform compression)
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Arbitrary behavioral voltage or current sources.



Symbol names: BV, BI, *BR (arbitrary resistor) Syntax (* denotes undocumented features):



*



Bxxx n1 n2 V= + [[ic=] tripdv=] [tripdt=] + [Laplace= [window=] [nfft=] [mtol=]] + [[units] Freq= [delay=]]



*



Bxxx n1 n2 I= [Rpar=] + [ic=] [tripdv=] [tripdt=] + [Laplace= [window=] [nfft=] [mtol=]] + [[units] Freq= [delay=]]



The first syntax specifies a behavioral voltage source and the next is a behavioral current source. For the current source, a parallel resistance may be specified with the Rpar instance parameter. Tripdv and tripdt control step rejection. If the voltage across a source changes by more than tripdv volts in tripdt seconds, that simulation time step is rejected. The Laplace transform is applied to the result of the behavioral current or voltage signal. The Laplace transform must be a function of s. The frequency response at frequency f is found by substituting s with sqrt(-1)*2*pi*f. The time domain behavior is found from the impulse response obtained from the Fourier transform of the frequency domain response. LTspice must guess an appropriate frequency range and resolution. The response must drop at high frequencies or an error is reported. It is recommended that the LTspice first be allowed to make a guess at this and then check the accuracy by reducing reltol and/or mtol (*default=1) or explicitly setting nfft and the window. The reciprocal of the value of the window is the frequency resolution. The value of nfft times this resolution is the highest frequency considered. For Laplace expressions, ^ signifies exponentiation. *The transfer function of the Freq circuit element is specified by an ordered list of points of freq(Hz), mag(dB) and phase(deg) as follows: where f1 
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Lesson : Arithmetic 

which ends in 1,3,5,7,9 must be odd. ... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ... The Greatest Common Divisor (GCD or HCF highest Common Factor) of two (or more) numbers.
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Arithmetic Duality Theorems 

Also write PÅ’1Ð� for the complex with P in the degree one and zero elsewhere. .... Let K be a global field and v a prime of K. The choice of an embedding Ks ! Ks.
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Arithmetic Duality Theorems 

ni Pi with Pi 2 A.Ks/ ...... because (6.5) allows us to replace Ker.pr Ä± Ë‡/ with H1. ...... LEMMA 3.14 For any Z-constructible sheaf F on U, there is a finite surjective.
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Waveform File Specifications 

Reserved for Nicolet internal use only. 1024. 12. Length of zone 1. Integer. Length in points of zone 1. 1036. 24. Horiz. norm. zone 1. Float. Time between data ...
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Waveform Reconstruction (Interpolation) - SLIDELEGEND.COM 

Dec 18, 2002 - interpolation, in the context of digitizing oscilloscopes. Interpolation is key to ... you learned about linear systems theory can be applied to interpolation, in both the time and .... 10*log(N-1)dB = 61.6dBfor 16:1 interpolation or 6
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Episode 08 â€“ Arithmetic sequences 

A sequence of numbers (an) is arithmetic if the difference between two consecutive terms is a constant number. Intuitively, to go from one term to the next one, ...
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waveform large-footprint LiDAR signal? 

Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) technology has the potential to assess forest structural parameters ... The scenes were produced with the AmapSim software ... The simulated laser pulsed at 1064 nm from a distance of 500 km above the.
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4-BIT ARITHMETIC LOGIC UNIT 

typical temperature coefficient for all VDD values is 0.3%/Â°C, all input rise and fall time ... 2.54. 0.100 e3. 27.94. 1.100. F. 14.1. 0.555. I. 4.445. 0.175. L. 3.3. 0.130.
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Save this Book to Read model theory and arithmetic comptes rendus dune action thematique programmee du cnrs sur la PDF eBook ... and functional. Itoperates ...
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Efficient spectrum sensing approaches based on waveform detection 

The second approach is introduced to allow the SU to sense the status of ... detection problem as follows: ... to prove that R follows a normal distribution [6]. {. H0.
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WVR6100 and WVR7100 Waveform Rasterizers ... - Documentation 
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Tektronix: Products > Multi-format, Multi-standard Waveform 
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Evolution of a Truly Open Arithmetic MOOC Donna Gaudet, Scottsdale 

I wanted my MOOC to be truly open in every sense of the word. The following materials were utilized as part of the class: â€¢ Basic Arithmetic â€“ Student Workbook.
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